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TheRoseDress.Com Adds Dresses & Shoes for Prom, Bridesmaid, Evening, Cocktail & Plus-Size
TheRoseDress.Com is expanding inventory for Bridesmaid Dresses, Prom Dresses, Cocktail Dresses,
Evening Dresses, Wedding Dresses & Plus Size Dresses, Gowns,
Jan. 30, 2009 - PRLog -- Once again, The Rose Dress Inc. has proven it's worth on being one of the top and
best online dress shop there is. Aside from it's well-known customer service of course, they are very well
known for the vast and almost limitless collection of dresses they carry. From Wedding dresses, to Prom
dresses, Evening gowns, cocktails and dress pants, Quincenara dresses, flower girl dresses and bridesmaids
dresses, you name it and they're bound to have it. In the last year of 2008, The Rose Dress has surprised
both patrons and new customers with more than a hundred new designs, this year of 2009 brace yourselves
for even more. Not only did they have hundreds of new designs per category added in their online catalog
but they've also added new items and I don't just mean dresses. Now, there's no need to look anywhere else
for accessories, shoes, undergarments, bridal veils, jewelries, and everything a woman needs for those
special occasions. One can find them all in one site which makes it very convenient and not to mention time
efficient. Speaking of time efficiency they offer incredibly fast shipping at surprisingly affordable rates, and
yes, they ship worldwide.
Wedding 2009 Bridesmaid Dresses & Gowns collection
What started off as a generous collection of designs from Eureka Fashion, Fiesta, Pelicana Dresses and
Cinderella designs has incredibly grown even more this 2009. Aside from the all time favorites and classic
designs from the mentioned designers, each has added even more beautiful designs to choose from. What
ever your wedding theme may be, there's always the perfect bridesmaids dress for it, and you can easily
find them at The Rose Dress Inc. In addition to their impressive group of designers, Edens Bridal has also
agreed to give its contribution since this year. With their matching bridesmaids, Junior bridesmaids and
flower girl dresses, you need not to worry about having everything all set up and in order when you say
your "I DO's".
Freshly Breath-taking Prom Dresses & Gowns 2009 collection
The Rose Dress has been by far most knowned for their heaven sent prom dresses collection. From
Cinderella Designs, Alyce Designs and Nox Anabel, they have now added Terani Prom,and Interlude
designs in their evergrowing collections. From the modest to the suggestive, from simple to the unique,
from casual to the elegant, their prom dresses collection just doesn't seem to have boundaries. With more
than 200 new designs from Alyce alone, you're sure to find that something you've been looking for just for
your Prom.
Sexy Prom Dresses Collection
It's the modern age, the century of freedom and fun, that's basically what started the trend for the uprising
collections and designs of sexy prom dresses. And being updated and in trend with fashion, The Rose Dress
now offers the choices for the spicy Prom queen. With new and freshly hot designs from Terani, Interlude,
Nox Anabel and Cinderella, these sexy prom dresses are bound to spice up prom night.
2009 Prom Dresses
Prom dresses are supposed to be fun and casual, that's what most designers believe, and joining the team of
Chicas Designs in creating the best cocktail dresses there is, is Interlude Dresses and gowns. With the latest
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fashion designs for your cocktail evenings, from the Absinthe collection of illusive designs to the eye
catching flirtini and Bijou designs, the choices are just limitless.
Affordable and Cheap Prom dresses 2009
Who says one has to spend hundreds of dollars on that superstart dress? The Rose Dress Inc. offers high
quality dresses at a rather very cheap price. You could confidently say, you'll get more than what you
actually pay for. This year, hundreds of new designs are added to their very budget-friendly collection and
we promise, you'd be surprised at how these dream dresses can make that one special occasion worth
remembering.
2009 Plus Size Prom Dresses
We've had enough of plus-size ladies degrading themselves everytime they encounter a nightmare in
shopping for their perfect prom dress. That why, The Rose Dress Inc. is adding more and more plus-size
prom dresses and gowns in their life saving catalog or should we rather say, dream saving catalog. More
than a hundred new designs are up for grabs this year, specially designed and made for the plus-size prom
queens out there because The Rose Dress believes everybody has the right to look and feel fabulous on their
prom.
TheRoseDress.com Office / Warehouse is in San Jose, California. With over 7,000 square feet in size, we
offer well over 10,000 sq/ft in-store inventory available for immediate shipping. It is possible for customers
to receive orders overnight. For any questions, visit (www.therosedress.com) or call 408-404-3399.
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